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Unopposed Motion to Narrow Contention 3

Duke Cogema Stone & Webster ("DCS") hereby moves to narrow Georgians

Against Nuclear Energy ("GANE") Contention 3, which challenges the design basis

earthquake for the Mixed Oxide Fuel Fabrication Facility ("MOX Facility") as discussed

in DCS's Construction Authorization Request. DCS has worked with GANE to resolve

some of GANE's concerns, and GANE is now able to narrow this Contention.

Accordingly, GANE does not oppose this Motion. The NRC Staff also does not oppose

the Motion.

Contention 3 identifies information and analyses which GANE believes should

have been contained in the original CAR. DCS submitted the CAR to the NRC on

February 28, 2001 ("original CAR"). DCS submitted a revised CAR on October 31,

2002 ("revised CAR"). GANE now acknowledges that the revised CAR contains some

of the information GANE identified in Contention 3 as lacking in the original CAR.
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GANE also acknowledges that certain documents that were not previously publicly

available, have now been provided to GANE directly through DCS's counsel and through

inclusion in the Hearing File, as supplemented by the NRC Staff. These documents have

allowed GANE to independently review the information related to the design basis

earthquake and resulting response spectra for the MOX Facility.

The revised CAR and the recent availability of documents make portions of the

Basis Statement for Contention 3 moot. Accordingly, in agreement with GANE, DCS

proposes to narrow Contention 3 by deleting a portion of the Basis Statement. The

withdrawn portions are identified by "strike-through" text on the attached document.

Since these portions of the Basis Statement are being deleted, there will neither be a need

to pursue them during depositions, nor discuss them in written or oral testimony, nor in

any other pleading or other document filed with the Licensing Board.

Dated: June 12, 2003
Respectfully submitted,

DUKE COGEMA STONE & WEBSTER

Donald J. Silverman
Alex S. Polonsky
Marjan Mashhadi
Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP
1111 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20004
Telephone: (202) 739-5502
Facsimile: (202) 739-3001



Contention 3. Inadequate Seismic Design

In Sections 1.3.5 through 1.3.7 of the CAR, DCS specifies the design criteria for the

MOX Fuel Fabrication Facility to withstand any potential geological hazard. DCS claims

that "conservative design criteria" have been established. Id. at 1.3.6-23. This assertion is

not supported, because DCS has not performed a seismic analysis that is either adequate

in scope or adequately documented.

Basis: The seismic hazard at a site depends on two factors: one, the likelihood of a

significant seismic event, and two, the expected site response to such an event. Precisely

predicting the likelihood of a future seismic event is not currently possible; the best one

can do is extrapolate from past seismicity, compare regional tectonics to those of similar

regions, and seek evidence for recent tectonic activity.

The site response depends upon how the local geology, soils, sediments and

bedrock, would respond to an expected seismic event, the design basis earthquake.

Understanding site response is a rapidly evolving field, and much is being learned as

strong motion accelerographs are deployed in areas that experience earthquakes. It is

essential, therefore, that any seismic study of the MFFF be complete, accurate and up-to-

date.

Likelihood of significant seismic event

In Section 1.3.5, the CAR concludes that "there are no geologic threats affecting

the MFFF site, except for the Charleston Seismic Zone and the minor random Piedmont

earthquakes." Id. at 1.3.5-1. In addition, DCS states that "no conclusive evidence of

large prehistoric earthquakes originating outside of coastal South Carolina have been

found." CAR at p. 1.3.5-41. These assertions do not consider recent paleoseismic work

on the South Carolina Coastal Plain showing more activity in the last 6000 years, and

over a wider area, than previously known.

As DCS states at page 1.3-5, excavation and detailed analyses of the "liquefaction

flow features" in the area of the 1886 Charleston, South Carolina earthquake provided the

"first insight into the pre-history of the Charleston earthquake." On page 1.3.5-41-42 of

the CAR, the applicant notes four pre-1886 liquefaction events on the coastal plain linked

to Charleston events. A liquefaction episode is caused by ground shaking strong enough

for soils to start to flow like a liquid. A strong enough earthquake will leave features



such as sand craters, sand vents and sand fissures, as described in the application. Once

located, these relict features can be dated and provide a rough timeline of pre-historic

seismic events. However, the features cannot usually be used to pinpoint the earthquake

location. DCS claims that paleoliquefaction episodes in areas other than the Charleston

coastal plane are not addressed in the literature, and are also unlikely because of the

different geology. CAR at 1.3.543.

Most regional paleoseismic work has only dealt with events in the Charleson

Seismic Zone because liquefaction features were originally located there. A recent paper

by Pradeep Talwani and William T. Schaeffer, indicates both that the frequency of major

events is higher in the South Carolina Coastal Plain than previously thought, and that

major events need not be limited to the Charleston seismic zone. Talwani, et al.,

Recurrence Rate of Large Earthquakes in the South Carolina Coastal Plain Base on

Paleoliquefaction Data, Journal of Geophysical Research, Vol. 106, April 2001, copy

attached as Exhibit 5.

The Talwani/Schaeffer study includes liquefaction features along the South

Carolina coast and points to two scenarios for paleoseismic activity. One scenario calls

for seven magnitude seven (or stronger) Charleston events in the last 6000 years, with a

recurrence interval of 600 years. The other scenario would put one magnitude six event

near Bluffton, South Carolina, only 100 miles from the SRS, and the others near

Charleston and Georgetown. In other words, contrary to what the CAR says, major

events may have occurred much closer to the SRS than the Charleston Seismic Zone.

DGS lai_s to evaluate relatifrron lip betwveen geologie st ecu e and seismic

seurees mithin the general site region." Hwever, it is impossible to evaluate the

accuracy of this secticn because of the report'c lacl of references. Most tables and

figures in Section 1.3.6.2 are not referenced to any published work. For these figures that

dc indicate the scurce ef the information, no citation to a referenee document is provided

in the list of references (Section 1.3.8). See, fer instance, Figure 1.3.6 2 (p. 1.3.6 15),

Figue 1.3.6 5 (p. 1.3.6 51), and Figure 1.3.6 10 (p. 1.3.6 6 1). *th r r-epo_rts

are not widely available. For- instnce, the CAR ites a n umberof Xestinghouse

Savannah Rivcr Comoan technical renots that are not ava ilablo thrnueh maior
- -- - -r

universkty research libraies (e.g, 4'c University ef Colorado Boulder or the Colorado



SeClol of Mines). Altheugh the Westinghuse Savannah Pver Site web site is sppesed

to have repors on theif website, few of the ones listed ita t CAR are available. Thus, it

is At pAssile to rerify te assertioS made i tA CAR regarding the MFFF site gerlogy.

Table 1.3.6 1 purpors to list "Sigaificant Erthquakes thXin 200 Miles of SRS

(Intenrsity > 4 r Magnitude - 3). No references are provided r- the sAures used to

eonstuct Tablc 1.3.6 1. Thus, they salnot be verified. Moreover, a comparison with the

U.S. Geological Surn,ey's Prelimina' Detemination of Epicenters, Monthly Listing,

(URL: ht*p:neie.rgs.govneis!epieepic.glcbal.htm) atalogshows that it i incura-___te

and incomplete at least fr the peiod fo 1 71 -wards. For the August 2 174, event,

the CAR repors a m im itude of 1.3, while the UISGS PDE lists a magnitude f

4.9, an energy release four times greater. Tble I lists other catalogued events within

200 riles of the SRS of magnitude equal to er greater than 3.0 that wvere omitted in the

CAP.
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Between the recent evidence for prehistoric earthquakes and the failure to note all recent

regional seismic events, the CAR does not adequately account for the risk of a major

event.
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panticular location during an earthquake is called the

"site response." It de

regional geology and

pends upon a number of factors, including distance to the event,

teopogaph;y, and local geolog and toporaphy. The C AR cites

sevemi ite response studies within the SRS, but does not indicate that a quantitative site

responfse s tdy fer he MFFF has been deAe. n seon 12, the appliant states,

"Subsurfae soils at the -FFF site ;A1 also be evaluated to determino hether they have

any potential for liquefaction," d., p. 1.3.5 28. and, "the exploration borings, CPT holes,

geophysical test results, and laboratory test results will be used to stablish static and

dynanic geotechnical design criteria, " Id, p. 1.3.5 29. Thus, the potential for intense

shaking or soil liquefaction at the WFF site has not been established.

Morever, as noted by te RC staff in its Febrary 2_, 2001, request fr

additional ifrmatien (RAI) at pages 1 9, the Pr1obabilistie Seismaic Hazard Assessment

(PSHA) is incomplete. (A copy of the RAI is available on the NRC's MOXwebsite).

GANE concursm vw4th te- need fr larification on ail points mentined in the RAT.

In the Standard Review Plan for Review of Final Safety Analysis Reports for

Nuclear Power Plants the NRC states that license applicants should develop a site-

specific design spectrum. NUREG-0800, Section 2.5.6 (1997). This means that the

probability for seismic hazard, that is, the risk of a major event combined with the

cxpected site response, should be expressed as a spectrum of the intensity of shaking at

frequencies of structural interest. In the CAR, the applicant asserts that the "MFFF

design earthquake is the existing SRS PC-3 spectrum." Id., p. 1.3.6-23. This spectrum is

not site-specific, but was computed for the whole of the Savannah River Site in 1997. A

site specific spect-am would include the soil propenies determiined in the geotechnieal

studies, such as those presented in Figures 1.3.5 23 through 1.3.5 25. The applicant _s

not provided detailed methodologies or references for spectral shape changes applied to

the starting spectuam.

In addition, the approach to the PSHA has been insufficiently conservative. In

table 1.3.6-7 (p 1.3.6-39), the applicant estimates the return period for Sa(g)=0.375g at

5hz is 2700 years. These estimates are derived from Westinghouse Savannah River

Company reports (WSRC-TR-97-0085 and WSRC-TR-98-00263). that nre not publicly

evailable. In contrast, the National Seismic Hazard Mapping Project (URL:

:Thc shalcing egerieiieed a 



http://geohazards.cr.usgs.gov/eq/) estimates a return period of 1200 years for the same

event at the SRS.
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